Happiness

1. Happiness is where you are and what you want to be. If you look you’re sure to find the rainbow of your dreams. Tomorrow’s fuller than a thousand yesterdays with the vision of a new day in your heart.

2. If the clouds should darken you may turn your hopes on high. Sorrow isn’t meant to shake you from your way of life. Just keep on looking for the answer to it all with the vision of a new day in your heart.

3. Bitter sands may cross the desert of your every day. You can blow away the fears that always will be there. If you can look beyond the neon and the glass, You will find a new day in your heart.

4. Happy those who know the word and make it their own; Truth and sincerity will be their only home. Look to the star and find a reason to believe with a vision of a new day in your heart.

5. Happiness is where you are and what you want to be. If you look you’re sure to find the rainbow of your dreams. Tomorrow’s fuller than a thousand yesterdays with the vision of a new day in your heart.
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